were acquired at 1°increment over an angular range of -70°to +70°, at magnification 8600x with a Gatan CCD camera. After data alignment, the data set was reconstructed into a 3D volume. FEI Xplore3D Tomography Suite software was used for 3D imaging (data collection, reconstruction and visualization).
EMT emphasized tremendously complex contractile system of SMC ( Fig. 1 and on-line supplement ) which appear as 'background noise' in a classical picture from transmission electron microscopy ( Fig. 2) . Focusing on caveolar domains (Fig. 3) , EMT showed that each caveolae have at least one contact point with SR. Our previously results, particularly the 3D reconstructions from serial ultrathin sections highlight the idea that caveolae and SR form a unique feature, cortical continuum compartment in SMC. Cellular electron tomography of the cortical space of SMC augments the idea of a structural unit formed by caveolae and SR which could be regarded as a 'super-Ca 2+ release/storage unit'. Fig. 2 at different levels of tomography. These images show that caveolae (asterisks) establish contacts with sarcoplasmic reticulum (sr) in at least one point (arrowheads). Scale bar = 500 nm.
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